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Step 1: Sign in with... single button reveals more choices.

Step 2 version A: choices display below button
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GITHUB AUTHENTICATION FLOW

Github authentication flow

Verified email is not 
a match on MDN

Unverified email
Verify on 
Github

Display message on MDN page where 
user clicked Sign in with Github: “You 
signed in with an unverified email. 
Please verify on Github.” 

Send user back to Github to verify.

https://github.com/settings/emails

Yes:
No:  dismisses banner

* accounts are connected

@ dedicated Github page

User selects Github option 
in sign-in menu.

Signed into Github 
already on Github site.

Not currently signed-in @Github

Inline confirmation (not modal) on MDN 
page in above step. (visual display for 
notification is TBD)

Persona Sign-in modal. Can we put 
conditional messaging in here that says 
something like “Before signing into  

Banner (not modal) shown inline with content 
on Create Profile Page.  Message asks to join 
with existing MDN account.

-  ‘x’: account for user bailing
- No: not syncing accounts.
- Yes: sent to Persona sign-in. When user is 
signed, they will see their existing Profile. 
When they sign in next time, accounts are 
automatically linked.

Return user to page where they 
selected “Sign in with Github”

Banner on page

* “Sign-in with Persona” step not 
needed. User set directly back to MDN.

Verified email is a 
match on MDN

“Have an MDN account?....”

You are now signed in with Github.

Yes. Connect with my 
MDN account

No. I do not have an 
existing MDN account

BACK TO MDN W/ 
CONFIRMATION

CREATE PROFILE PAGE
SIGN IN WITH 
PERSONA MODAL

AUTHORIZE GITHUBSIGN IN WITH GITHUB

Have an MDN Account?

A
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A. Confirm Signup 

Confirm that user has signed up for MDN. 

B. Indicate User is signed in with...

Indicate in a subtle way that the user is signed in with x 
service. In this case, Github. 

C. Prompt if duplicate email is detected

See flow for details. Unsure if we can capture email 
datapoint from Github sign in. Visual design is TBD. 

* Do this in flow if possible and determine if Profiles can 
be synced at a later time. 

D. Newletter / uncaptured email

If user signs in with Github and we do not yet have their 
email, we need to do the following:

- Capture email in newsletter sign-in flow

- Email field in Profile is empty

E. Link Accounts

If the user has a current MDN account that we have 
not yet detected, they will have another chance to link 
accounts here. This message would show up for those 
whose email captured from Github is not a match for any 
MDN account.

- “Yes. Connect with my MDN account”: triggers Persona 
sign in. 

- “No. I do not have an existing MDN account”: will dismiss 
banner and user will carry on as usual, filling in their 
profile or browsing the site.

USER SIGNED IN AND VIEWING CREATE PROFILE PAGE

A

B

D

E

B

D

Welcome to MDN! Fill out your profile, below.

Create Profile Page

Do you already have an MDN account? If yes, this 
is your only chance to connect accounts. 

Yes. Connect with my 
MDN account.

No. I do not have an 
existing MDN account.
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USER SIGNED IN AND VIEWING OWN PROFILE

A. Indicate User is signed in with...

Indicate in a subtle way that the user is signed in with x 
service. In this case, Github. 

B. User has not cynced MDN account

* Copy is placeholder, placement is TBD

If possible, allow user to sync old MDN account with their 
new account.  Link would require user to sign in with 
persona and reconcile and fields that are different  (e.g.: if 
usernames are not the same).  

This is a nice option for users, but might be too much work 
for us. If too much work for us, then we need to stress that 
there is only one time to merge accounts in the sign in 
flow the first time they sign in using Github. 

A

B

A

[ I have an old MDN account that I need to merge with this one ]
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